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Abstract - Wireless broadband networks are most vulnerable to
denial-of-service attacks where attackers can disrupt legitimate
communication between hosts in a network by flooding unwanted
traffic between legitimate hosts. Flooding attack at the transport
layer affects the TCP’s 3-way handshake process, thereby denying
the services of TCP. It also denies the services of UDP. This paper
proposes a novel flooding attack, the most severe denial-of-service
attack that occurs at the transport layer of the internet. The main
objective of this approach is to install local and global monitoring
agents at various points in order to monitor and filter real-time
TCP traffic and UDP traffic thereby allowing legitimate traffic to
flow in the network during attack traffic filtration process and to
avoid buffer overflow at the monitoring agents. Also, a novel
algorithm has been proposed by taking the clock values of each
node into account for effective detection of the attack. This
distributed defense mechanism reduces the burden on a single
global monitoring agent thereby introducing local monitoring
agents at various points in the network. The performance results
show that this approach effectively and accurately detects and
filters DOS attacks within a short period.

numerous SYN/ACK segments until it receives ACK from the
Node1. Since Node1’s IP address is spoofed, the SYN/ACK
never reaches Node1, but it reaches the attacker. The attacker
never sends ACK to Node2. Node1 also never sends ACK to
Node2 leaving the connection half-open and no data transfer
takes place in this connection. This is called as half-open
flooding.

Index Terms—DOS, Flooding, Handshake, Spoofing.

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless broadband networks transmit and receive packets
at high bandwidth and at high data rates. Wireless Fidelity
(Wi-Fi) networks transmit packets at high bandwidth within a
small range. Wireless Interoperability for Microwave Access
(WiMax) networks transmits packets at high bandwidth but
within a moderate range. Wireless Mesh Networks (WMN)
transmits packets at high bandwidth in large range. Denial of
Service (DOS) attack is common in all these networks in
every layers of the internet. The most severe DOS attack is the
flooding attack at the transport layer where the TCP's 3-way
handshake process is affected. TCP is a connection-oriented
reliable message transfer protocol and a connection need to be
established between the sender and the receiver prior to
transmission and reception of packets. While establishing
connections between sender and receiver two types of
flooding attacks are possible: 1) Half-open connection
flooding and 2) Full-open connection flooding.
Half-open connection flooding works as follows: An attacker
with node 1's spoofed IP address tries to connect to node 2 by
sending SYN segment. Node2 thinks that the SYN segment
belongs to Node1 and opens a TCP connection and replies
with a SYN/ACK segment to Node1. The Node2 sends

Fig.1. Half-open connection flooding attack
Full-open connection flooding works as follows: An
attacker with Node1’s spoofed IP address tries to connect to
Node2 by sending SYN segment. Node2 thinks that the SYN
segment belongs to Node1 and it opens a TCP connection and
replies with a SYN/ACK segment to Node1. Since Node1’s
IP address is spoofed, the SYN/ACK never reaches Node1,
but it reaches the attacker. The attacker in turn replies with
ACK segment to Node2. Thus a full-connection is established
but the attacker never sends and receives data through that
connection, leaving that connection full-open. At the
transport layer, UDP traffic floods also occur. UDP is a
connectionless unreliable protocol and there is no need of
connection establishment between the sender and the receiver
prior to transmission and reception of packets. In UDP, the
attacker tries to flood the victim with more number of request
packets thereby denying the services of UDP at the victim
node. Due to such TCP and UDP traffic floods many
problems occur: 1) The node's link bandwidth is consumed by
the attacker. 2) The node's buffer capacity will be fully
occupied by the attacker. 3) The node's service capability is
wasted (i.e. The legitimate node is denied from providing its
service to other legitimate nodes).
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Fig.2. Full-open connection established
Many such full-open connections are established and they
flood Node2.

Fig.3. Many such Full-open connections flooding node2
with no packets send and received
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II describes the related work on flooding attacks.
Section III describes the design of the proposed detection
mechanism to mitigate flooding attacks. Section IV presents
the experimental evaluation and performance results of the
proposed detection mechanism. Finally, we conclude in
Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
DWARD [1] autonomously detects and filters attack traffic
from legitimate traffic by dropping the excess traffic by
limiting the traffic rate to and from the victim thereby
reducing the overload at the victim. But DWARD cannot
detect attack traffic until connection buffer fills up thereby
causing increased time delay to detect an attack and it causes
more communication overhead. Sudip Misra et al. [2]
proposed DLSR which uses the concept of Learning
Automata (LA) and prevents the server being overloaded with
excess amount of illegitimate traffic from crashing and keeps
the server functioning. However DLSR cannot effectively
differentiate valid user’s IP address and spoofed user’s IP
address and it also causes excess time delay to detect and filter
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an attack. DARB [3] uses an active probing detection method
and a TTL based rate-limit counteraction method to detect
and filter SYN flooding attack traffic accurately and
independently on the victim side. DARB consumes more
amount of the victim’s bandwidth and causes computation
overhead for both detecting and counteracting methods.
Patrick P.C. et al. [4] proposes an online early detection
algorithm based on the statistical CUSUM method for
detecting signalling attacks on wireless networks in a timely
manner. This approach does not detect the attack traffic that
has a spoofed IP address and causes signaling load on the
control plane. This detection mechanism blocks all the traffic
(both benign and malicious traffic) when the signaling load
reaches a threshold. TVA [5] is a Traffic validation
architecture which uses capabilities to discard unauthorized
traffic floods on a single autonomous system. TVA achieves
high throughput. The problem is TVA stores all capability
information of each user on routers and a router with limited
number of queues may not be able to protect all legitimate
users. Haidar Safa et al. [6] proposed CDMS that is
implemented at the edge routers of spoofed IP address’
networks to defend the victim. CDMS also a communication
protocol is used to encourage collaboration between various
networks to protect each other. This mechanism is very
efficient and it prevents the routers from being overloaded.
However this mechanism causes time delay to detect and filter
an attack. Supranamaya Ranjan et al. [7] proposed
DDoS-Shield to detect the attack packets that overwhelm the
system resources such as bandwidth. DDoS Shield consist of
a suspicion assignment mechanism that examines requests
belonging to every session (TCP,UDP,ICMP) and assigns
suspicion values to sessions and a DDoS-resilient scheduler
that schedules the sessions based on the values assigned to the
sessions and decides which session to be forwarded and when.
The scheduler also performs rate-limiting. DDoS shield
improves victim’s by consuming less memory for buffering
requests and responses. However DDoS Shield consumes
more processing time and cannot produce good throughput.
Dimitris Geneiata et al. [8] proposed a two-part bloom filter
based monitor to detect and filter flooding attacks against
proxy servers. The monitor’s main task is to record the state of
any incoming session in 3 different filters and the filter is
indexed through a hash function. This mechanism uses an
alarming system to trigger an alarm and report if any entries in
the filter exceed the threshold value. This mechanism is very
efficient and cost-effective and causes reduced time delay to
detect an attack. However, hashing of entries in the filters
leads to computation overhead and more CPU utilization.
The existing approaches in the area of DoS were unable to
effectively differentiate valid user’s IP address and spoofed
user’s IP address. Once the attack is identified all traffic is
blocked to reduce the load on the server thereby blocking
legitimate traffic also. The buffer capacity in the router’s
queue is not enough to accumulate all legitimate traffic
requests. Also to detect an attack, the system consumes more
time. Due to these limitations in the existing approaches, it is
necessary to frame a novel approach to mitigate DoS attack in
wireless broadband networks.
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To summarize, this paper addresses a novel flooding attack
that takes place at the transport layer which is not addressed in
existing detection schemes. It is observed that DoS attacks
depend heavily on IP spoofing; therefore preventing IP
spoofing might contribute to solving the problem. A common
way for preventing IP spoofing is by using ingress and egress
filters on firewalls. But it fails in wireless networks where
legitimate packets could have topologically incorrect
addresses. To combat this, a novel admission control
mechanism is implemented at the victim network in order to
make registration strong thereby preventing IP spoofing in the
network. Once IP spoofing is prevented, the flooding attack
can be banned effectively.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
To prevent unauthorized access, every node whether
stationary or mobile should be registered with the MA to join
the network. The registration process is made effective such
that attackers cannot spoof the valid user’s IP address.
Monitoring Agent (MA) plays the major role in this approach.
All nodes must first register with the global MA to be a part of
the network. All global MAs maintain a Host Profile Table
(N1, N2….. Nn) of valid IP addresses as shown in Table 1.
The Host Profile Table maintains a table with 3 fields: 1) host
name 2) host address 3) privileged information about the host.
The registration is done using the node’s clock values. The
registration is a 4-way handshake process and is described as
follows: All Nodes first sends a join request message to join
the MA. The MA asks the Nodes to send their privileged
information to confirm their identity. The privileged
information contains the following: 1) IP address of nodes, 2)
MAC address of nodes, 3) Secret value (key) that changes in
every TTL, 4) Clock value of nodes, T. The nodes prepare the
privileged information and reply the HMAC value of this
privileged information to the MA. The MA sends a successful
reply message to the nodes. The successful reply message
contains the hash of HMAC value of the following: 1) TTL
(Time to Live), how long the privileged information is valid,
2) N, the total number of bytes that is allowed to and from
each node.
B
N
Nn

must periodically (10 seconds) send clock values (i.e.
T1,T2….Tn) to their local MA when the nodes are available.
The local MA checks these T values and computes the
threshold as,  = T1-T0. The subsequent T values must be
equal to the threshold. that is, Check whether T3-T2 =  . If
not, check whether T4-T3 =  . If T4-T3 ≠  then the MA
never includes that node to be a part of the network and blocks
all traffic to and from node1. This is shown in the algorithm
below. The Local MA checks for each node whether T i-Ti-1
=  . If so, then the local MA includes that node to be a part of
the network. If Ti–Ti-1 ≠  , then the MA never includes that
node to be a part of the network and blocks all traffic to and
from that node. Consider a node that is unavailable at time t2
and later at time t3 it becomes available. When a node
becomes available, that node should send the last T value
when it was available (i.e.T2) and the current T value (i.e.T 3)
to the local MA. i.e. Ti-1+Ti The local MA compares these T
values (i.e. Ti-1) with those values in its table. If the T values
(Ti-1) are valid, then the local MA grants privilege for that
node to be a part of the network. Even if an attacker spoofs a
node’s IP address and act like that node, the attacker can be
easily found; because the clock values of attacker’s machine
and the node’s machine will not be the same. Only nodes
within a network have synchronized clock values. There is a
chance of authorized nodes being rejected by the MA and
their traffic being blocked by the MA. In such case, the MA
selects the rejected nodes from its table and asks those nodes
to re-register with a new set of privileged information
(derived from previous privileged information). If the node is
still under attacker’s hold, then the attacker cannot send a
successful reply message. All local MAs will periodically
send valid IP address report to the Global MA. The Global
MA checks the report and removes those nodes, whose IP
address is not listed in the valid IP address report from the
network. MA includes the privileged information of all nodes
and all networks in its table. After registration, the MA grants
privilege for the nodes to be a part of the network. This
privileged information is valid for TTL period. The length of
TTL is 232. The clock value is a hash (T + Secret key). For
every 10 seconds, the secret key value increments by 1-bit.
The length of secret key is 32-bits and for every TTL, the
secret key value changes when the privileged information
changes.

where B is the total bandwidth allotted by the network and Nn
is the total number of available nodes in a network.
The nodes after successful registration are allowed to
transmit and receive only N bytes of data at a particular time.
Nodes failing to transmit and receive less than or equal to N
bytes of data are not allowed to be a part of the network.
Table 1 Router Information
Host Profile Table
Host Name IP Address Privileged Information
I
MAC Secret T
P

After successful registration, the Global MA informs the
local MA (by sending the IP addresses of registered nodes) to
allow traffic to and from the registered node. Now all nodes
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2) False positive ratio (FPR): It is the percentage of number
of legitimate nodes wrongly detected as attack nodes out
of the total number of legitimate nodes in the network.
3) Rate of change of delta: The rate at which the delta value
changes over time.

Fig. 4. Registration for nodes within a network

Fig.6. Time delay vs. Network Size

After TTL expires, the privileged information becomes
invalid and all nodes and networks must re-register with the
MA. This re-registration is done using previous privileged
information.

Fig. 7. False Positive Ratio vs. Network Size

Fig.5. Network Topology in which proposed solution is
implemented
IV. EXPERIMENTAL AND PERFORMANCE
RESULTS
We have used the NS-2 network simulator for carrying out
simulations. The network nodes are arranged in a mesh
topology, the global monitoring agent (gateway router)
receives packets from other networks, the local monitoring
agent (local routers) receives packets from the source nodes in
the network. The network contains 20% Local monitoring
agents. The following performance metrics are used to
measure the effectiveness of the proposed defense mechanism
over existing techniques.
1) Time delay (TTD): It is the time taken for nodes to register
with the monitoring agent and the time taken for the
monitoring agent to detect an attacker.
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Fig. 8. Rate of Change of Delta
The simulation results show that the registration process is
done without much delay and the attack nodes are detected
within a short period in the proposed scheme when compared
to TVA and CDMS as shown in fig. 6.
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As the network size increases the false positive ratio
decreases in the proposed scheme when compared to TVA
and CDMS as shown in fig. 7. The rate of change of delta
value is proved to be constant over time and it is shown in fig.
8.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have clearly stated half-open connection
flooding and full-open connection flooding attack that occurs
at the transport layer and how it affects the performance of the
network. We have also described an efficient method to
prevent such flooding attack by introducing 4-way handshake
registration mechanism. The implementation results and
performance analysis show that this method is more effective
and accurate over the existing defense mechanisms. In future
this mechanism can also be used to prevent a lot of attacks in
broadband wireless networks.
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